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SUMMARY

I

IBM Reference No. TR 22.1741

This contract work examines
defects

■■■ HI

the behavior of

In silicon and their

crystal

impact on semiconductor

device re.xabllity.

In Technical Report No.

that crystal defects

in the Si surface of MOS capacitors

influence MOS capacitance relaxation.
the time behavior of

1

we have shown

It was shown that

the deep depletion capacitance relaxation

is strongly influenced by residual mechanical saw damage which
is sometimes present
polishing.

Using

in standard silicon surfaces after

transmission electron microscopy the

residual saw damage was identified as microaplits of
silicon lattice.

the

Microsplits were shown to vary considerably

in density and size across a wafer surface and large differencei
in mlcrospllt density were found for different wafers.
Technical Report No.

2 evidence was presented

In

that residual

mechanical saw damage in wafer surfaces varies with different
slicing and polishing procedures.
amount of saw damage is larger
relative

It is

It was also shown that

in wafers cut

to wafers cut from the seed-part of

the purpose of

this report

the

from the tall-end
the crystal.

to substantiate the previously

reported findings on saw damage in silicon wafer surfaces and
their dependency on the slicing technique.

The measurements

reported here concentrate on "measurements of damage depth" in
as-sliced silicon wafers,
sliced horizontally
(V-Wafers),

on saw damage measurements

(H-wafers)

and,finally,

compared

in wafers

to wafers sliced vertically

on the measurement of fracture strength

of silicon crystals and on the seed
strength in such crystals.

to tail variation of

fracture

Chapter 1

DAMAGE PROFILES IN SILICON WAFERS AFTER ID SLICING

1.

INTRODUCTION

Large-volume oriented manufacturing slicing of
into thin wafers

is

silicon crystals

economical only if inside diameter

diamond saws are used.

Consequently,

ID slicing is

technique used in semiconductor manufacturing.

the crystal

thus are cut by
is mounted

vertically and

is

position.

two modes of crystal cutting practiced in

The

thus

the favored

For ID slicing

silicon crystals can be mounted horizontally and
a blade in the vertical position or

(ID)

cut by a blade in the horizontal

manufacturing slicing are shown schematically in Figs.

Previously,
damage

it was

found

still present

mechanical

polishing

that

seems

Higher MOS

wafers cut close to

to depend on the wafer position in
to vary considerably with the slicing

capacitor/wafer yield was obtained on

the seed part of

yield was obtained on H-wafers
as compared to V-wafers
Such results were
of a crystal is
part and

that

residual saw

in the silicon surface after chemical-

the crystal,and also seems
technique.

the amount of

the crystal and also better

(horizontally sliced.

(vertically sliced.

Fig.

taken as an indication that

less

la.b.

susceptible

to saw damage

Fig.

la)

lb).1'2

the seed part
than the tail

the horizontal slicing mode Is more gentle than

the vertical one.

„^^u.

r~

<

^■^"PW

1

ww

■

1

Fig. 1a.

Horizontal ID slicing of crystal (H-wafer).

J

1,1

Fig. lb.

III ■■■

Vertical ID slicing of crystal (V-wafer).
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In the following this contention Is further confirmed through
measurements of "damage depth" and "damage profiler" In
silicon wafers sliced under manufacturing conditions.

2.

The

DEPTH OF SAW DAMAGE MEASUREMENTS

Intent of damage measurements in silicon wafers

associate a characteristic
wafer
If

shaping operation,

this value is known,

is

t(

depth of damage with a particul.ar

such as sawing,

lapping.and polishing

the damaged layer can be chemically

removed with a minimum of material wasted.

Complete removal

of mechanical damage in wafer surfaces has become more
important for advanced silicon device technologies

than ever

before.1'2

Previous investigations were applied
a result of slicing,lapping.and

to measure damage as

polishing.3"6

between the differently measured values of
poor

The agreement

saw damage

is quite

indicating certain difficulties with standard measurement

techniques.

To clarify such disparities on depth of damage

values as reported

in the literature and also to demonstrate

the need for a different approach to measure
damage",

"depth of

this chapter first reviews present concepts of

damage depth",

subsequently

-

"saw

formulates problems encountered

in

^^^..

mechanical damage studies,
enough to evaluate
different positions

then discusses

techniques precise

"depth of damage" in wafers cut from
in

the crystal,and finally applies

this

technique to H- and V-sliced wafers.

2.1

Review of Mechanically Induced Damage
in Silicon Crystal After Slicing

The concept of

"depth of damage" has not been applied

ccnsistintly in the literature.

Some investigators assign

this term to the maximum extent of
be measured directly.
of damage" as

the worked

In comparison,

others

layer that can
refer

to "depth

the depth detectable by electrical phenomena,

and

here the depth of damage is deduced indirectly from the electrical
measurements.

Principal dirict methods used

to evaluate damage are:

the taper

section metaliographic method,4 transmission electron microscopy,6
and the etch rate method.J
the photomagreto electric
decay

(PCD)

method

1

technique.

and

The principal indirect methods are
(PME)

effect7 and

the photoconductive

recently the MOS capacitance relaxation

0

'

The electrical

techniques7 were used in germanium,

while the MOS capacitance technique was very successful in
characterizing silicon after chem-mech polishing.1,2

Damage Profiles 5
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The different

techniques are briefly reviewed

In the followln,

Taper Section MethnH

The taper section method

Involves sectioning

the abraded

surface at a nominal angle of Vj0, which produces a
geometrical magnifleaticn of 10:1 perpendicular
section line.
etched

Optical magnification of

surface4 reveals

depth of damage is

the

the damage depth directly.

to

'

the selectively

taken from the prominent

surface irregularities

to

The

crest of

the extremities of

the

the perturbed

layer.

Transmission Electron Microscopy

The silicon sample

is abraded on one side;

side is chemically

thinned

employed

to determine

to %2Um,

A

tilting

the exact nature of

dislocation or cracks.

the undamaged
stage

is

the damage,

i.e.,

The depth-of-.amage values are obtained

by progressively removing the abraded surface with
CP4

(5HN03:3HF:3CH3OOH)

etch to

reveal

the structure.

The

resultant surface is

examined with an optical microscope,

and

is determined by changing

the damage depth

the focus

(-lym estimated accuracy).

r
-■

'

-■•-

-'—

-

——.-.-.-

_

.

Etch Rate Method

The dependence of etch rate on crystal perfection is used
to determine an average damage depth.
on the fact

This method depends

that damaged material etches more rapidly than

undamaged material.
then etched

The abraded samples are weighed and

to remove a thin surface

layer;

the etch rate

is computed from the weight loss per unit etch

time.

This

procedure is continued until the etch rate becomes constant.
The depth at which this constancy occurs is

termed the

depth of damage.

Electricr1

Measurements

The photomagneto electric
decay lifetime

(PCD)

(PME)

effect and

method are used

the photoconductive

to detect variations

In the recombination rate of excess minority carriers below
the surface.

The surface recomb inat iov;

rate

is enhanced at

the damaged surface because of the high density of
centers associated with the worked layer.
is removed through etching,

As

the surface layer

the carrier recombination rate

decreases and approaches a steady-state condition.
loss method

is used

recombination

The weight

to determine the depth at which the rate

of carrier generation and recombination reaches equilibrium.
Recently,

electrical measurements based on storage time measurements

Damage Profiles 7
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of MOS capacitors pulsed

into deep depletion have successfully

been used to characterize residual saw damage

in chemical-

mechanical polished silicon wafer surfaces.

For details on

this

this contract.

technique see Technical Report No.

In Table

I. we have compiled

precision and sensitivity of
measure the damaged

layer.

2 of

information showing
the various
However,

techniques used to

one must be aware

the precision of

the methods listed in Table

controversy.4'8

Table

saw damage in silicon.
methods ard compare
techniques.

the

the blade is used.

The

in Table II suggest

either

inconsistent or

that

ID sawing

the outer diameter of

the blade

ID method

the inner diameter of

large differences
that

in the results shown

the experimental methods are

than a single value.

It

An exact comparison between

to determine damage depth is complicated by

some are sensitive

for

the OD and

is also

these conditions are operative and produce

variation in data.
used

subject to

the sawing operation produces a distribution

of damage depths rather
that both of

is

These results were obtained with different

The OD saw utilizes
in

I

that

II gives various reported values

the depth of damage for

for cutting, whereas

the expected

to

likely
this

these techniques
the fact

that

the maximum depth of damage4 and others

yield an average value.3

Some of these difficulties nave been

resolved in a comparative study of polishing damage reported by
Stickler and Faust.5

-

---

TABLE I - Sensitivity of Various
Measuring Techniques
Method
Etch Rate

Taper
Section

Advantages
1 .Experimentally
sample and
reliable .

1 .Experimentally
simple.
2.Yield direct
evidence of
damage structure
and the maximum
extent of the
worked layer.

Transmission l.The detailed
Electron
nature of the
Microscopy

PME

MOS

damage can be
determined.

1.Sensitive to the
electrical
properties of the
material.

. Simple , very
sensitive to
residual surface
damage after
polishing .

Disadvantages

Reference

l.Etch rate may be
exaggerated by
temperature Increase
due to heat of
reaction.
2 . The change in
surface area can
introduce a 2-5%
error in the depth of
damage measurement.
3.The nature of the
damage cannot be
determined with this
method.
l.The depth of damage
may be greater
because of
aggravation of the
damaged lay^r during
preparation of the
taper section.

.The technique cannot
be employed to
evaluate damage
depths greater than
the penetration
depth of electrons
in the material,
2000X.
1.Experimentally
complex.
2.Measurements are
difficult on silicon
because of its
tendency to have
very high recombination velocity values
even on thoroughly
etci.iid surfaces
unless special
chemical treatments
are used.
1.Excellent for
mapping silicon
wafers .

1,2

Damage Profiles g
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TABLE II - Typical Values of Saw Damage in Silicon

Investigators

xp. Method

Depth of Damage | Sawing Technique
[Microns]

R.

Stickler and

Planar

G.

R. Booker

Polishing

43-47

OD Saw

10-18

OD, Feed Rate

(Polish-Etch)

J.

Faust

Constancy of
Etch-Rate

1/2 in/min,
3600 rpm Blade
Rotation

J.

Faust

Constancy of

^3.5

ID Saw

Etch-Rate

F. J.

Saccocio

and W. McKeown

SOT
Topography

<12.5

ID HAMCO Saw
3000 rpm Blade
Rotation

:

2.2

Surface Damage Models

Present models ot
of

surface damage renjond either

structural defects or to the effects of

on the electrical properties of

The structural model relates

to the type

these crystal flaws

the material.

the abrasion process

to gouging

particulate matter from the crystal ^surface by f. cleavage and/or
fracture mechanism.

Wolff demonstrated

cleavage in abraded material

>
9
through optical gonioaetry.
i

orientation dependence of damage,

as yhown by Faust,

substantiates the conclusion above.
and others

tht existence of

\

According

The

also

to this author

3

three irregular damage zones are created at

different depths in

the crystal when the surface is

aoraded.

The surface layer consists of microcracks,, dislocation
networks,

and elastically strained regions.

The interior

zone coutair.s dislocation networks and/or single dislocations
and microsplits.

1 2
'

The density of dislocation^ and/or

microspllts decreases with

increasing depth i;ito the crystal

until finally only unperturbed material exists.
was

first suggested by Faust

This structure

and later confirmed by Stickler

and Booker using transmission electron microscopy.

The

microsplit model was recently confirmed through work reported
under

this contract.

1.2

Damage Profiles
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The electrical model of

surface damage,

Buck!a experiments with PME and PCD.
very

low lifetime material

centers

in the distorted

vacancies.

at

thin layer of

The recombination

layers are assumed

to be dislocations and

tae.se defects

in Si is well known

surface damage was recently refined

using the MOS storage timm
equilibrium value.1'2

requires a

the surface.

The acceptor action of

The electrical model of

as formulated from

recovery from deep depletion to iti

This value is proportional

to generation

lifetime and a sensitive indicator of crystal perfection.

A damage model based on these ideas
Fig.

2.

3.

PROBLEMS OF MECHANICAL DAMAGE STUDIES

Numerous
of

Is shown schematically in

investigators have

depths of damage3,7 and

silicon.

However,

contributed
to

to the present understanding

the nature of mechanical damage in

these measurements were made under

rather idealized conditions

and

through methods not

adaptable to a cause-and-effect evaluation of

readily

the actual wafer

shaping process m semiconductor manufacturing.

Damage problems

accompanying the shaping processes

in semiconductor manufacturing

can be formulated as

determine

follows:

(a)

the depth of

damage after various wafer shaping operations,
true nature of

the crystal

defects,

and

shaping methods.
12

■

(c)

(b)

define

optimize

the

the crystal

Fig. 2.

Damage model showing simplified outline of structure of
sawed single crystal surface.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cracks and dislocation network.
Dislocation and cracks.
Microsplits.
Perfect crystal.

Damage Profiles
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The

investigations reported

in

paper are primarily directed

the following section of

toward

and consequently can be applied

4.

listed under

(a)

(c).

DAMAGE MEASUREMENTS

The first part of

this work

and contributes greatly
in the context of
crystals of
The

to

the problems

this

(111)

to

is based on data obtained previously
the understanding ^f saw damage

the present work.

Dislocation-free silicon

1.5 inch diameter were chosen for this

investigation.

crystals were grown boron-doped of varying resitivity.

The crystals were prepared
wax-covered

for sawing by fixing the

(Dual! Tan wax)

ceramic block.

crystals onto a

The lower ends of

the

crystals were uniformly covered with wax after vertical mounting.
commercial HAMCO ID saw was used,
thick.

with a 200-grit blade,

The saw blade rotation was maintained at

an observed cutting rate of
in a production environment,

1-1/4

in/min.

i

10 mils

3600 rpm with

The saw was operated

and no special cutting procedures

were employed in the experiments.

Figure

3 depicts the schematic of

used.

The

location of

the wafer

a wafer identification system
face relative to

blade

is

which

is attached to the crystal bulk during cutting as A.

The wafer

identified by arbitrarily

the saw

labeling the wafer surface

surface on the opposite side of

the blade is designated B

Samples are selected from the front, middle,
crystal,
samples .
14

and

their surfaces are

and end of

the

identified accordingly as A or B

6 IN.

.02 IN.

1
1 IN.
FRONT

MIDDLE

END

INITIAL SAW CUT

moj
SAW BLADE

[111]-*-

Fig. 3.

System of identification used in this report.

Damage Profiles 15
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Experimental Approach

SOT topography reco ds topographs of entire crystal wafers
several

inches in diameter even in

12

strains

Saccocic

the presence of elastic

13

and McKeown

^ have shown that a single

SOT topograph of a step-etched wafer
and also
slice.

the distribution of damage
We have applied

this

crystal shaping processes

in terms

(not necessarily equal

1 part HF.

in Fig.

level of damage.

Accordingly,

For the analysis

two adjacent wafers are used.
the B surface of the other

Thus

These

A and are labeled from 0

3 parts HC H 0

,

a series of steps or mesas

is mpde through the damaged layer.
different

4.

Our

zone on both the A and B

slice are step-etched in a solution of
2 parts HN03 and

saw damage.

in depth).

of contiguous A and B surfaces,
The A surface on one wafer and

of

to characterize

in Fig.

the sawed wafer contains a damage

the extent

in a saw-cut silicon

technique

approach is shown schematically

surfaces

can reveal

Each step exposes a
steps are shown schematically

to

4.

The step height

is

measured as described by Saccocio and McKeown,13 which is
satisfactory for evaluating gross
examined

damage.

Samples can be

incrementally to a greater depth in

simply by masking one half of

the same way

the wafer on a line normal

to

the first set of steps and subsequently step-etching the
material from the exposed half.
evaluated

in

Ir

this manner samples were

increments of ^.Sym down

to a depth of ^Opm or more

16
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ETCH MESAS
DAMAGE
LAYERS

SAWED WAFER

DAMAGE
FREE

DAMAGE
CONTRAST

SOT TOPOGRAPHIC
DAMAGE MAP OF WAFER

Fig. 4.

SOT topography a id damage distribution in wafer.
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A typical SOT topograph of a sawed wafer after step-etching
is shown in Fig.

5a.

It is seen that the damage contrast

clearly delineates the boundaries between damaged and undamaged
material.

The individual saw damage per wafer is displayed

in a more quantitative way through damage maps constructed
as shown in Fig.

5b.

Such maps are obtained by measuring the

step height of the mesas and relating this information to a
schematic of the damage contrast as obtained from the SOT
topograph.

The damage contrast at known increments below the surface
represents a direct measure of the extent and distribution of
saw damage.

The step height measurements are accomplished

either through light section microscopy or light interferometry
In most cases both measurements agreed well within experimental
error.

However, in some cases the step height measurements

were in doubt because of the irregular surface produced by
sawing.

For these samples height measurements were obtained

by evaporating a 2000Ä silver film over the irregular surface,
which improved surface planarity of almost all wafers.

The

average step height measurement after film evaporation was
usually within 30% of the average value obtained directly from
the irregular surface.

18
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A.2

Measurements of Damage Depth

Front Cuts

Figure 5a is a SOT topograph of saw damage in the B surface
of a wafer cut from the front of the crystal.

The intensity

of the x-ray diffraction contrast indicates the degree of
deformation in the crystal.

The dark contrast layer in Fig.

5a

at position 0 represents the crystal damage immediately after
cutting.

The reduction of contrast after the first step

is appreciable and extends uniformly across the wafer.

(1)
It

is interesting to note that after the second step (2) and
after each following step, the damage contrast is nonuniformly
distributed across the wafer.

The areas of the topograph that

show uniform or nonuniform contrast are designated I and II,
respectively.

The damage map obtained from this topograph

is shown in Fig. 5b.
in this figure.

The saw direction is also indicated

The damage map illustrates two separate

sources of danu.ge:

(I) a uniform mode, which reflects blade

wear, grit sirje, rpm, etc.; and (II)

a

nonuniform mode of damage,

which is related to the direction of the saw cut.

If the two damage types are assumed to be independent, the
damage map of Fig. 5b indicates a nonuniform depth of damag.
(in the direction of saw cut) of %20ym.
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Fig. 5a.

SOT topograph of saw damage in B surface of wafer cut from
the front of crystal. Note reduction of x-ray contrast after
initial etch step. Homogeneous and inhomogeneous damage
zones are labeled I and II respectively.
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DAMAGE MAP: FRONT B

SAW
DIRECTION

^

N

DAMAGE DEPTH: ^ UNIFORM
fH NONUNIFORM
fH OVERLAP

Fig. 5b.

- 2.5 ^m
-20.3/jm

Damage map corresponding to Fig. 5a.

Damage Profiles
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Fig. 6a.

22

SOT topograph of damage in surfaces of front wafer.

DAMAGE MAP: FRONT A

DAMAGE DEPTH: l! 1 UNIFORM
::::: NONUNIFORM

18.5/.m
23.8 i.m

\m OVERLAP

Fig. 6b.

Damage map corresponding to Fig. 6a.
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Fig. 7a.

24

SOT topograph of damage in A wafer, middle cut.

DAMAGE MAP: MIDDLE A

SAW
DIRECTION

fefex.::-.-...

.•.♦.'.■.'.■.•.■•■.■■:-:•:■;■:■:■:•:•.

DAMAGE DEPTH: fP UNIFORM

-la.Ofjm

i^ NONUNIFORM

>33.0um

HOVERLAP

Fig. 7b.

Damage map corresponding to Fig. 7a.
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A SOT topograph of
Fig.

6a,

in Fig.

the corresponding A surface Is ahrwn in

and a damage map of
6b.

(Note

that

the surfaces

separated by the same cut.)
maximum contrast

occurs

the damage contrast
until
that

its

final

the same topograph is ehown

in the unetched mesa.

the

In Fig.

6a

is reduced uniformly after each step

the incremental variations

picture of

5a and 6a were

As shown previously,

elimination ^24ym.

in the topographs

in Figs.

of Figs.

It should be noted

in x-ray contrast as seen

5a and 6a give a good qualitative

the damage distribution in the

crystal interior.

Middle Cuts

A SOT topograph of
the middle of

the crystal

time the damage
A surface
of

the A surface of a sample selected from
is seen in Fig.

7a.

Note that this

is more extensive and nonhomogeneous across the

than across

the B surface.

(Note

that

the A surface

the front cut did not contain nonuniform damage.)

damage map* of

Fig.

below the surface,

7b

shows

whereas

The

that the uniform damaged ends 13ym

the nonuniform component extends

*The damage map is constructed such that the mesa opposite the
original surface is at nearly the same depth as the final step
of the first etching (-19.5ym).
This is accomplished by
measuring the total step heights of the first set of steps
(-19.5pm) and then thinning chemically one half of the wafer
to the same depth.
This depth can be measured relative to the
original surface (adjacent mesa) and the remaining step heights
are measured relative to this value.
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deeper than 33Mm.

The corresponding B surface shows homogeneous

damage plus strong contrast striations

(Fig.

8a).

In addition,

the twice-etched half of the wafer displays peripheral damage.
The depth of damage,as displayed in the map

(Fig. 8b), is

12.Sum for the striations and 27^ for the edge damage.

Note

that the underlying uniform damage disappears at about the
s.me depth as eh« striations and that the individual stri..ae
eid at nearly the same depth.

End Cuts

The x-ray topographic images of the A and B surfaces of waf er s
cut from the end of
to Figs.

the crystal are essentially identical

7a and 8a and are shown in Figs.

nonuniform damage in the A surface (Figs.

9a and 10a.
9a)

appearance similar to the one shown in Fig.
damage in the B surface

The

has a polished

7a:

the nonuniform

(Fig. 10a) consists of striations

and edge damage of the type shown in Fig.
map of the A surface is shown in Fig. 9b.

8a.

The damage

The uniform damage

is removed after 8.Sum, and the nonuniform damage is more
than 32.Sum deep.

The B surface map (Fig.

10b)

indicates

^9.Sum of uniform damage and 3S.5um of nonuniform edge damage.

Damage Profiles
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Fig. 9a.

SOT topograph of A wafer, cut from end of crystal.
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Damage Profiles

An analysis of adjacsnt surfacss

(ssparatsd by ths sa»

blads during ths sams cut) psrmits a good evaluation of tha
slicing procass In tsrms of ss„ dsmags.
is .sde through da»age profiles.

Such an evaluation

The damage profile of the wafer

introduced by the sawing process Is obtained through recording
and evaiustlng SOI topogrsphs „1th the help nf damage maps of
A and B slices taken at various locations along the crystal
throughout the complete slicing procedure.
ere shown In Flg.
comes from the

u.

„„te

nonunlform

Such damage profiles

that the major damage contribution
damage mode.

Significant In these profiles is also the variation of nonunlform
»aw damage depth with wafer position.
nonunlform

m this experiment the

damaeo in »fc« A
r
damage in the A surfaces appears higher than in the

B surfaces.

interesting are the damage depth curves obtained for the uniform
damage.

The uniform damage on A and B surfaces show

opposite trend.

M

The damage in the A surfac, is larger in the

beginning and is steadily decreasing while the damage in B
surfaces is considerably smaller at the start than in the A
surfaces but is steadily increasing.

A and B surfaces are

approaching the same damage depth of approximately lOym.
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Fig. 11.

Damage profiles showing damage distribution after slicing.
1. Inhomogeneous
2. Homogeneous
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5.

APPLICATION OF SAW DAMAGE MEASUREMENTS
TO H- AND V- SILICON WAFERS

Crystals used for
orientation,

2

this

1/4

experiment were IBM ^rown of

inch diameter and 15-20 ohm-cm resistivity.

The crystals were sliced by
representative seed and

two different vendors

for

section 4 using x-ray

topography and damage maps.

and

"depth of damage" as discussed

the x-ray data uniform and

the

through

nonuniform

taper section technique

Ae shown in Table
15um - 20^ and

III

in Table

nonunlform

wafers

(nonunlform

damage).

All

III.

the depth of uniform damage varies

is practically the same

damage

is found

from

for the H- and V-wafers.
Contrary,

to vary considerably in V-sliced

from approximately 21ijm to 63uni,while in H-wafers

type of damage shows
Indicates,

at least

less
for

sliced better controlled
in this experiment
(seed

In support

(uniform damage)

No difference is observed for seed and tail wafers.
the

in

damage depth were

the etch rate technique

these data are compiled

to

The selected

wafers were evaluated

also evaluated

to obtain

tall wafers classified according

the slicing procedure and H- and V-wafers.

of

<100>

to tall)

spread and stays below 12pm.

this experiment,
than V-wafers.

that

this
This

H-wafers are

Likewise,

we find

the damage dependency on wafer position

again confirmed.
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TABLE III
Depth of Saw Damage in H- and V- Wafers

ER - Etch-Rate Method; TS - Tcoer-Section Method;
SOT - X-Ray Method

Sample
No.

Max. Depth [ym]
Uniform Mode

V-wafer
Seed

Tail

Max. Depth [ym]
Nonuniform Mode

ER

SOT

SOT

1

18.1

16.0

>45

2

23.2

15.5

23.2

24

33.0

15.5

>63.0

25

21.3

19.8

21.3

1

14.8

16.4

>8.8

2

17.8

12.5

12.3*

3

14.4

19.5

9.6

24

16.6

20.4

16.8

25

16.7

16.3

16.8

TS

16.5
46 to 51

H-wafer
Seed

Tail

9.5

♦ 2 saw marks extended deeper than 4 5 pm. This was
found unusual for H-wafers and therefore was not considered,
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6.

DISCUSSION

Damage profiles ts shown
representative of
silicon.

In Fig.

the state of

11 are not necessarily

the art of

However, we have come

ID slicing of

to the conclusion

that

ID slicing of semiconductor crystals in general does not
get

the attention necessary

to guarantee a minimum of damage

in silicon wafers after slicing.

Perfection of

wafers after slicing and polishing seems
accidental.

silicon

to be more or

less

Damage profiles after slicing are unknown and

not asked for.

Quality assurance of wafers

is obtained

after polishing and is based on optical inspection of
specular surfaces.

Such surfaces are classified as perfect

but may contain millions of microsplits
of

saw damage introduced

1 2
'
which are

leftovers

through ill-under stood

and badly

techniques have seen very

little or

coatrolled slicing.

High speed ID slicing
no

improvement since

their

thick silicon crystals.
become
about

three

inches

Introduction to slice one inch

In the meantime silicon crystals have

thick and

the industry

is already

the use of even thicker silicon crystals.

the main objective of
always been to

improve

all manufacturing slicing
"throughput".

talking

So far
techniques has

Perfection of silicon

after slicing has never been a concern because

it did not

seem to influence the final yield of good devices per wafer.

38

Future generations of semiconductor devices require the
highest perfection possible in the silicon wafer after
slicing and polishing.

To achieve this goal,

the slicing

process must be recognized as an area of major concern.
Major problems to be solved can be classified as follows:

1.

Homogeneous and inhomoger.eous distribution of damage
in silicon wafers after ID slicing.

2.

Variation of damage in wafers relative to the
original wafer position in the crystal.

Problems listed under

(1) are obviously technique and equipment

related and, consequently, can be minimized or eliminated if
properly understood.

Damage profiles as presented in Fig. 11

appear very useful in this respect and are proposed for general
application to achieve quality control of the ID slicing process,
The inhomogeneous damage distribution in silicon wafers after
ID slicing must be reduced to a minimum.

This can be achieved

as demonstrated by the damage distributions obtained In H-wafers
as shown in Table III.
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The inhomogeneous damage mode relates obviously to an
slicing process.

Flutter blade damage in the form of striations

and peripheral damage at
shown

In Figs.

should not be
for

the

Figs.

8 and

the point of

Changes of

striation contrast

relative

initial blade contact as

10 are a vivid example of what

like.

8 and 10.

ID slicing

saw blade tension are responsible

displayed

The direction of

to the sawing direction

in the

topographs

curvature of
suggests

the

further

in agreement with the polished
(Figs.

7 and 9)

with the convex side of
damage of
initial
blade

which

that

the B surface in Figs.

blade contact

characteristics of
determines

the

the amount

tension are
possible

of damage

10 at

The strong

edge

the point of
irregular

feed rate.

the

two above-mentioned main

Induced

In wafers

in

the wafer.

cut by different

in cutting speed,

This

slicing

Blade deviations during
blade llutter,

and

ID cutting parameters which deserve the best

in order to achieve minimum damage

by high speed slicing of

40

is

the corresponding

indicator of either

such as H- and V-wafers.

variations

This

ID silicon crystal slicing process

is clearly demonstrated
techniques,

8 and

is also an

The delicate interplay between

this

indicate abrasive contact

the deflected blade.

removal and/or excessive

cutting,

appearance of

of

striations

type of damage occurs mainly during blade removal.

A surfaces

ill-controlled

silicon.

The

blade
control

in wafers produced

"damage profile

technique"

is Propose 1, Ul. context

as

an

ele8ant

a„d

use£ul

technlque

to control, .alntain. or obtain the best crystal slicing
process and mlnl„um damage In ID sliced silicon wafers.

'•

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A systemstlc approach for chsractarl.lng sawing procedures
ot orystsls In semiconductor manufacturing Is described.

This

Prsctlce relies on damage profiles obtained from the cut wafers
Such profiles can describe the entire slicing procedure of
the cry.t.l and are obtained through evaluation of SOT topographs
of adjacent wafer surfaces.

This spproaoh removes much of the difficulty encountered previously
U schleving reproducible results of saw damage, as shown by the
diversity of values listed for damage depth in Pig. ,.

Ihe

depth

ot damage i. evidently sensitive to numerous operstional variables
The complex nature of ssw dsmsge follows from the damage profiles
of the sliced crystsl and the extensive venations in dam.

läge

contrast displayed in th* «JOT .P yea m the SOT topographs.

Therefore, saw dan»iage

data must always be viewed in »•»,«
y
viewed in the context of the particular slicing
technique.

»•mag. profiles of crystals cut by standard ID prociur..
i

tty,tl

that the depth
of uniform
c'amai
-,-.. ~
uux.orm carnage
on either side of the crystal
can vary up to 75%. and that the variation in dam a

ge depth depends

Damage Profiles
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on the blade size,
(seed

The

to

tail)

feed rate,

spatial

location of the wafer

and blade tension.

nonuniform

damage mode across

the wafer

is related to

direction of

sawing and is auch more pronounced in V-wafers

to H-wafera.

This damage mode is also recognized as being

responsible

for residual saw damage

mechanical polishing.

For

the
relative

in wafers after chemical-

the pu-pose of process improvement,

the damage profile method can be used advantageously to optimize
sawing parameters - such as feed rate,cutting rpm,
reduce damage,

specifically

the

42
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nonuniform

mode,

etc.

and

to

to a rainimum.
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Chapter 2
FRACTURE STRENGTH OF DOPED SINGLE CRYSTAL SILICON

1.

INTRODUCTION

Measurements reported in Technical Report No.
of this report

indicate clearly

crystals show variations

end of

saw damage after ID slicing

in wafers cut close to the

the crystal relative to wafers

Such differences

and Chapter 1

that Czochralski grown silicon

in residual

such that more damage persists

2.

tail

cut close to the seed end.

in damage sensitivity of Czochralski grown

silicon can be understood if one postulates a variation in fracture strength of silicon crystal

from seed

to tail such that

seed part of

the crystal is stronger

substantiate

this contention, we have made measurements of

fracture strength of silicon.

than the tail section.

the
To

the

Such measurements are reported

in

the following.

2.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

To investigate
ends cut

the relative fracture strength of seed and

from Czochralski grown crystals, we utilize the

tail
-.echnique

of Hertzian cone fracture combined with x-ray topographic
ation of cone crack propagation.
to more conventional
fractures,

types of

evalu-

Hertzian fracture is preferred

fracture,

such as cantilever

because Hertzian fractures are considerably easier

44
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reproduce and almost identical fracture cones can be produced
on a specimen surface under identical experimental conditions.
The highly strain iensitive non-destructive technique of x-ray
transmission topography is ideally suited for evaluation of
subsurface

crack propagation.

Apart from typical geometrical

features of the silicon surface under crack loading, the
fracture process in the Hertzian test is essentially the same as
in other tests

so that Hertzian cone fracture can be taken as

representative of brittle fracture processes in general.

3.

TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT

Hertzian cone fracture patterns were produced by impacting
polished silicon surfaces with free-falling,hardened and chromeplated steel balls.

An example illustrating Hertzian fracture

cones in Si is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
made using a simple test

setup

Such measurements were

where plastic tubes are posi-

tioned vertically above the silicon sample piece as shown in
Fig. 3.

The tubes served to hold the sample on the base plate

and guide the steel balls.

The balls were dropped into holes

cut into the sides of the tubes (Fig. 4).

The equally spaced

holes allowed some experimental variation of the drop height.
The balls were prevented from restriking the sample after rebound
by insertion of a curved rod into a slot at the bottom of the tube.
(Fig. 5)

This rod also served to subsequently raise the balls to
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the removal hole
magnet. (Fig.6)

where they were taken from the tube by a
This facilitat ed repositioning of the sample

slug for the next drop.

Various size balls with the appro-

priate tubes were used (Fig.7) to obtain a range of crack sizes

The silicon material used was cut from P type. 2 fi-cm <100>
oriented single crystals ground to a diameter of 2 1/4 inches.
Each sample slug had a minimum thickness (height) of 3mm so
that it would not shatter upon impact.

The test depend, on

the mount of energy impacted to the sample slug according
to drop height and weight of ball.

The drop height must be

sufficient so as to produce enough rebound for subsequent restraint of the ball.

Excessive energy may cau.c cleavage at

the point of impact or complete shattering of the slug.

For sample preparation, both sides of the sample slugs were
lapped with 600 grit silicon carbide powder to give uniform
surfaces parallel to within one minister.

The surfaces were

then chemically polished for ten minutes in an agitated mixture.
The polishing mixture consisted of 3 parts nitric acid. 2 parts
acetic acid, and 1 par^ hydrofluoric acid (49%).

A number of experimental runs were made

and the diagonal

distances to the outside of the ring crack patterns were recorded.
These measurements varied from 0.59 mm.obtained with a 6.4 mm

^ - --
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diameter ball dropped from a height of 50.8 ...to a oiagonal
of 3.36 mm with a 34.9

mm

ball dropped 63.5 cm.

thicknesses for these were 3 nnn and 150 mm.

The slug

respectively.

Ring fracture patterns considerably larger than those report

ed

in the literature^ were thus produced in silicon.

In silicon,

as in diamond,

graphic directions at th
ma

the ring cracks follow crystallo-

e surface.

They penetrate the

terial along cleavage planes at crystallographically deter-

mined angles with th
(Figs.

e surface,

thus forming the fractu re cones

1 and 2) .

In the present work, a measure of the size of the fracture
cone base within the material is taken as an indication of
fracture strength.

Projections of the fracture cone bases were

obtained by x-ray transmission topography.
for this was as follows.

Sample preparation

The test slugs after impact were cut

down to a 2 mm thick slice to facilitate x-ray transmission.
The surface containing the fracture cones was protected with a
white wax and the back side lapped and chemically polished as
described previously.

The removal of saw damage from the back

side is necessary to prevent x-ray contrast interference with
the fracture cone pattern in the x-ray topograph.

The wax is

removed prior to mounting the slice in the sample holder.
(220)

and the

(in)

reflections are used for x-rav

The

topograph
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reflection was used exclusively for

tne study of relative fracture strength of seed and tail
sections.

Topographs were recorded on Ilford nuclear plates

type G5. 50 ym thick emulsion, with molybdenum K,

radiation.

An example of a Hertzian fracture cone in a 0.375 mm thick
silicon wafer is shown in Figure 8a and its
is seen in Fig.

4.

topographic image

8b.

MEASUREMENTS OF FRACTURE STRENGTH ON SEED
AND TAIL SECTIONS OF SILICON CRYSTALS

Slugs used for the seed and tail end measurement were cut from
P-type. <100> oriented crystals.
the crystals.

Table I

lists particulars of

The sample slugs were lapped and polished

TABLE I

Crystal
No.
•

1
2
3
4

Length
[cm]

Resistivity [ft-cm]
Seed
Tail

Diamete r in cm
Seed
Tall

30.5

5.00

4.00

6.3

6.3

33.0

2.00

1.40

6.4

6.4

38.1

7.00

4.30

6.1

6.2

1.90

1.74

6.1

6.2

21.6

Fracture Strength
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as described in Section 3.

The experimental parameters

chosen were slug height: 22 mm; ball diameter: 12.7 mm; and
drop height: 56 cm.

Seven fracture cones were produced on each seed end slug and
on each tail end slug.

The cones were spaced 7 mm apart from

the center of the slug

along a diameter in a <110> direction.

X-ray topographs were taken as described above to outline the
projections of the

subsurface

cone bases.

A typical example of such a test series is shown in Fig. 9.

The sizes of surface ring crack patterns and cone base projections, used as indicators of relative fracture strength,
were obtained from enlarged micrographs of the samples and
enlarged x-ray topographic plates, respectively.

The measure-

ments on both were made according to a scheme shown in Fig. 10.
The average pattern diameter (D) for the seven fracture cone
tops and bases on each test slug was calculated from this data
with the expression:

D

. E ^an +
n-1

b

n +
28

c

n +

d

n)

Damage Profiles
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Fig. 10.

Measurement scheme for ring crack patterns and fracture cone
base projections.
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TABLE II

Crys tal
No.

D (optica L)
Seed

in mm
Tail

D (x-ray)
Seed

in mm
Tail

1

1.22

1.19

3.85

3.88

2

1.16

1.20

3.64

3.86

3

1.16

1.20

3.82

3.91

4

1.18

1.22

3.25

3.75

Average

1.18

1.20

3.b4

3.85

Table II gives the average surface crack ring diameters and
the average

subsurface

fracture cone base projection diameters

for the seed and tail parts of the four crystals.

Table II shows that the average

subsurface

fracture cone base

projection diameters for seed parts are consistently less than
for tail sections.

Thi3 indicates that the fracture cones

progressed deeper into the tail slugs thus indicating less
fracture strength.

The results also show that the fracture cone base projections
obtained by x-ray topography are considerably more reliable
for evaluating cone fracture than the surface ring cracks.
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It can be seen from Table II that the 4-crystal average of
surface ring crack diameter for tail sections exceeds that of
seed sections by only 1.7%.

However,

the average of

fracture cone projection diameters on the tail parts exceeds
that of the seed slugs by 5.8%.

This is also illustrated in

Figs. 11, which show two standard fracture cones produced
during the experiment.

The inside diameters of the crack rings

are approximately equal

(Figs. 11a, b), while the x-ray topo-

graphs are decidedly different in size (Figs, lie, d).

The

deeper fracture cone (Fig. 11a) has a multiplicity of cracks
in the surface and the outside surface diameter is only about
20% larger than that of the cone shown in Fig. lib.

The corres-

ponding topographs of these two cones are shown in Figs, lie, d.
It can be seen that in the x-ray topograph the cone corresponding
to Fig. 11a is about 74% larger than that of the cone shown in
Fig. lid.

This illustrates again the greater sensitivity of

x-ray topography measurements for fracture evaluation.

Further-

more, in the optical inspection of impacted surfaces, not all
cracks may be equally visible at a given Nomarski contrast setting.
This is due to the fact that the tops of Hertzian fracture cones
are typically raised irregularly above the sample surface.
Therefore, even if the ring crack patterns are viewed and photographed at various contras'; settings, measurement errors can
easily occur.

This may be the reason for the reversed optical

measurements data listed for Crystal #1.

There is no doubt that

the x-ray topograph gives a much more definite pattern f<
:or
measurements than the crack ring micrograph.
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m:$*Fig. 11a. Optical micrograph of standard
fracture cone produced on tail
section (46X).

Fig. 11c. X-ray topograph of fracture
cone corresponding to Fig. 11a
(approx. 10X).

Fig. lib. Optical micrograph of standard
fracture cone produced on seed
section (^X).

Fig. lid. X-ray topograph of fracture
cone corresponding to Fig. lib
(approx. 10X).

—

5.

CONCLUSIONS

Hertzian fracture cones are used as a measurement of relative
fracture strength in doped silicon single crystals.

A convenient and sensitive method for obtaining a measure of
cone depth is the production of a cone base projection by means
of x-ray topography.

Fracture strength cf seed parts of Czochralski grown silicon
monocrystals exceeds that of tail ends.
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